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The Te of Piglet . . . in which a good deal of Taoist wisdom is revealed through the character and
actions of A. A. Milne's Piglet. Piglet? Yes, Piglet.For the better than impulsive Tigger? or the
gloomy Eeyore? or the intellectual Owl? or even the lovable Pooh? Piglet herein demonstrates a
very important principle of Taoism: The Te--a Chinese word meaning Virtue--of the Small.
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Before reading 'The Tao of Pooh' I assumed it was a long philosophical tract scattered with quotes
from the 'Winnie the Pooh' books to give it a gimmicky marketing push. It wasn't - it was a genuinely
interesting introduction to Taoism, with a valid Pooh connection. It didn't push its viewpoint as being
better than any other, and was thus inoffensive.'The Te of Piglet', on the other hand, is terrible - a
lengthy rant about the authors' pet hates, scattered with a few quotes from the 'Winnie the Pooh'
books as dressing.The author has two points. Firstly, that small things are not necessarily
insignificant (a great point, one which just took me six words to express), and secondly, that
feminists, scientists, critics, technology, businessmen, microwave ovens, negative viewpoints,
unhelpful opinions and bad thoughts will be swept away in an inevitable cleansing, leaving the
author and his friends to inherit the earth.And the author is right, constantly. If you think otherwise,
you're contributing to the forces of negativity, and will be swept aside. There is no other way. It's this
kind of thing that puts me off religion.However, to fill the book up, the author seems to wind himself
into a twisted rage, berating everything in the world which is not him, for being shallow,
self-obsessed, and destructive. Eventually he becomes angry, and loses perspective and

self-awareness, and you start to notice silly things that you would have ignored beforehand.
Eventually I imagined the author as an bearded real-ale drinker muttering bitter thoughts to himself
in a house in California, and at that point I couldn't take anything he said seriously again.

"The Tao of Pooh" has been called "the book most often recommended to explain Taoist principles."
Hoff's fame offered a bully pulpit, and after a decade he made use of it. He wrote a companion
book, "The Te of Piglet," about the way of the small, weak, childlike, feminine, sensitive, virtuous,
modest, yielding, and fluid. At least, I think that's what it's about. There's little in here about either
Piglet or Te (pronounced DEHr or DUHr). Instead, it's a diatribe against heavy industry, business,
government (especially the Forest Service), pesticides, doctors, the military, feminists,
conservatives, realists, Western culture, mainstream Americans, critics, and all the other "Eeyores"
of the world. Yes, Hoff criticises critics (and shows himself to be an Eeyore). Very disappointing.The
dialog with Piglet and the others is there, though with a depressing and negative spin. (Inexplicably,
Piglet has hired a thief as a bodyguard. And Eeyore isn't just gloomy, he's a mean SOB.) The
original Pooh stories are there, though crudely intercut in very large chunks. The original Pooh
illustrations are there. The funky capitalization is there. Quotations from Taoist philosophers are
there in abundance. In fact, it's a rather long book -- almost twice as long as the first one. There are
long explanatory sections about the history of Taoism and Confucianism, and smatterings of Taoist
principles. The book just doesn't lift one's spirits. Instead of selling Taoism, it's an environmentalist
rant. Hoff even claims that our generation will see the collapse of business/civilization as we know it,
to be replaced by a new age of environmental consciousness.Not that there aren't useful insights
here, of course.
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